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Abstract 
The study first summarizes the characteristics of various intelligent algorithms such as improved genetic 
algorithm, differential evolution algorithm and ant colony algorithm adopted in test paper generation, and then 
proposes the parallel evolution of swarm based on ideas of shared intelligent algorithm and dynamic multi branches 
tree algorithm, so as to improve searching speed and achieve the effect of short-time optimization. During forming 
optimal individuals, classified training and repeated recognition by virtue of dynamic multi branches tree can not only 
avoid premature appearance but also get strong convergence. In addition, when the constraints change, the existing 
knowledge can be inherited. Facts have shown that this algorithm has certain theoretical significance and reference 
value to the development of intelligent test paper generation algorithm.  
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1. Introduction 
Test paper generation is a multi-objective optimization problem under certain constraint conditions. 
Selection of algorithm directly affects the searching speed of optimization and convergence of optimal 
results. The traditional algorithms which only consider local optimization can now hardly meet the actual 
requirements. In recent years, some intelligent algorithms with global optimization ability have attracted 
people’s attention and achieved certain success in intelligent test paper generation.  
This paper mainly analyzes five intelligent algorithms including improved genetic algorithm, 
differential evolution algorithm and ant colony optimization. Some of these algorithms are population 
evolutionary and others are individual evolutionary using different searching and selection mechanismsǄ
Lots of literatures have conducted studies on the improvements of these algorithms, but most of the 
improvements are minor ones. For example, some literature[1] proposes improved genetic algorithm (IGA); 
some literature[2,3] proposes the integration of genetic algorithm and simulated annealing algorithm (SAA); 
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some literature[4] proposes a kind of hybrid intelligent algorithm that merges ant colony algorithm (ACA), 
genetic algorithm, and particle swarm optimization (PSO). While in some literature[5], a kind of shared 
global optimization algorithm is proposed. However, Q selection method is adopted for selection after 
production of optimized individuals, searching speed is not taken into consideration. This paper considers 
integrating existing global optimization algorithms through improved shared global optimization 
algorithm and dynamic multi branches tree algorithm[6], to achieve the effects of short-time optimization 
and strong convergence. What is more, when system expands, new classifiers need to be constructed only 
for the added samples and other classifiers can remain unchanged, so that the problem that the existing 
test paper generation algorithm will destroy the present knowledge when new knowledge is being 
acquired and relearning is needed can be well solved.  
2. Characteristics of Different Global Optimization Algorithms 
2.1 Improved Genetic Algorithm 
Genetic algorithm is a randomized searching and optimization algorithm which simulates natural 
selection and genetic variation mechanisms in biosphere to solve complicated problems. However, it has 
disadvantages such as low search efficiency and premature convergence. So it is improved based on 
integer coding, such algorithm enjoys high earch speeds and can avoid “prematurity” which often occurs 
in genetic algorithm. It performs very well and is very practical. 
2.2 Differential Evolution Algorithm 
Differential evolution algorithm[7-8]is a kind of simple and effective optimization algorithm proposed 
by Stom and Price. The population size of this algorithm keeps unchanged during the whole operation 
process. It also includes operations such as variation, crossover and selection similar to those in genetic 
algorithm. Besides, it has advances such as simple principle, few control parameters, good robustness, 
high convergence rate, and easy realization. 
2.3 Ant Colony Algorithm 
In the 1990s, the Italian scholar M. D origo etc proposes a novel simulated evolutionary algorithm, i.e. 
ant colony algorithm by simulating ants’ routing behaviors in the nature. Ant colony algorithm finally 
finds the optimal solution mainly through information exchange and mutual cooperation among the ant 
colony. Ant colony algorithm has feedback mechanism but its convergence speed is slow.  
2.4 Particle Swarm Optimization Algorithm 
For the single-objective optimization, PSO algorithm has good performance. However, this algorithm 
can not be directly used for solution of multi-objective optimization problems. The reason is that: During 
search with PSO algorithm, own position need to be updated through follow-up of individual extreme 
value and global extreme value, so as to get the optimal solution. The convergence speed with PSO 
algorithm is quick. However, this algorithm can not ensure the optimum solution can be figured out.  
2.5 Simulated Annealing Algorithm 
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Simulated annealing algorithm is a global optimization method established based on the mechanism of 
annealing the metal after heated. It is able to find the global minima of objective function in the 
probability sense through random search technique.  
3. Shared Global Optimization Algorithm and Dynamic Multi branchES Tree Algorithm 
3.1 Shared Global Optimization Algorithm 
The shared global optimization algorithm evolves the population (number of individuals: n) 
respectively through different optimization mechanisms, to get seven*n individuals, as well as takes into 
account the different algorithms’ dependence on the quality of initial population. Besides, in order to 
improve the ability to resist “prematurity” during the optimization process, randomized algorithms is 
added. It uses Q selection algorithm to choose n optimal individuals from the seven*n individuals as the 
next-generation population to be repeatedly evolved. Then it determines the conditions to end the 
evolution. After the conditions are met, the evolution is ended and the optimization results are exported. 
Fig.1 is the algorithm evolution. 
3.2 Dynamic Multi branches Tree Algorithm 
Dynamic multi branches tree algorithm helps to narrow the target area based on the divide and conquer 
principle and improve recognition rate according to combinational recognition method. More importantly, 
this algorithm simulates the step-by-step knowledge accumulation and inheritance method of human 
brains during learning. The test paper generation algorithm realized through this algorithm can be 
extended easily. When it is changing the number of questions or increasing constraint targets, it does not 
affect the knowledge acquired through original mode of training, overcomes the problem that the existing 
test paper generation algorithm will destroy the present knowledge when new knowledge is being 
acquired and relearning is needed, and realizes gradually accumulation, inheritance and perfection of 
knowledge. 
4. Application of Dynamic Multi Branches Tree in Shared Global Optimization Test Paper 
Generation Algorithm 
Fig.1 Algorithm evolution
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4.1 Population Evolution 
Test paper generation is a complicated problem. It takes a long time to evolve population through 
different optimization mechanisms respectively in shared intelligent algorithm and the searching speed is 
low. However, what is pursued regarding test paper generation is to get satisfactory solution in a short 
time. Therefore, by following the divide and conquer principle of dynamic multi branches tree, this paper 
divides the initial population (n individuals) into five subpopulations. The number of individuals in each 
subpopulation is roughly the same and they do not intersect each other. For these five populations, 
different optimization mechanisms are adopted respectively for evolution to get the next-generation 
population (number of individuals: m). Fig.2 is the population evolution. 
4.2 System Training 
The concrete steps are as follows: 
 1) Divide the next-generation population evolved through various intelligent algorithms into n subsets. 
Samples of the same model categories are in the same subset and each subset does not intersect each other. 
Since parallel computation is performed for constructing classifier, the number of samples in each subset 
can be much the same. 
 2) Construct corresponding classifier for each sample set. There is no special requirement for the 
construction methods and structures of classifiers. Besides, each classifier in the system should not 
necessarily be of the same type. However, the output results after identification of sample vector X to be 
identified and inputs are required to be able to make the measurement of input vector belonging to various 
degrees in the classifier. For example, the output results from Bayesian Classifier are the probabilities of 
input vector X belonging to various degrees in the classifier. Fig.3 is the system training. 
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4.3 System Identification 
After the building of system training models, we use dynamic multi branches tree to identify the testing 
samples during the identification stage. The concrete steps are as follows: 
1) Input the model X to be identified to n classifiers as shown in Figure 4. After learning, the output 
result of each classifier is Di(X), i=1,…,n. Di(X)=(d1i(X),d2i(X),…,dji(X), …,dki(X)). Set the number of 
training sample categories of the No. i classifier to be k; and dji(X) represents the measurement of the No. 
j category in No. i classifier of input model X. We refer to D=(D1(X),D2(X),..,Dn(X)) as SDM (similarity 
degree matrix). It reflects the approximate learning outcomes in the probability sense under the condition 
of certain errors. It is not required to correctly tell the category the object to be identified falls into. The 
number of rows of this matrix is the number of classifiers. The number of columns for each row is equal 
to the number of categories identified by classifier corresponding to such row. But the number of 
categories able to be identified by each classifier may vary. The column number of each row corresponds 
to the category number in the classifier corresponding to such row. The total number of matrix elements is 
equal to the total number c of system model categories.  
  2) We, by using the similar degree matrix D obtained from the first step and following the principle of 
local optimization, sort the matrix element in each low from large to small, take the training samples of 
model categories corresponding to the column numbers of the first i elements to form a new training 
sample set (the value of i can be determined according to the changes of values in matrix D and number of 
models in each category of training samples). Whether the sample sets need to be further grouped depends 
on the number of model categories in the newly formed sample sets. 
If grouping is needed, group the sample set as well as identify classifiers B, C, etc. Continue to identify 
them until further grouping is not needed and root nodes of trees are generated. As the number of model 
categories is small and system identification rate can be effectively improved with combinational 
classifier, combination classifiers can be used for final identification. 
4.4 System expansion
 1) Model Category Expansion.It suffices only to construct corresponding new classifiers for newly 
added model categories and add them into the existing system. However, the classifiers obtained from 
original model learningare unchanged. This is equivalent to increase in leaf nodes.  
 2) Increase in Number of Training Samples in Existing System. It suffices only to get new classifiers 
through training and learning with the added part. The remaining classifiers can keep unchanged. 
5. Conclusion 
Shared optimization intelligent test paper generation algorithm based on dynamic multi branches tree 
can not only ensure successful global optimization. Searching speed can be improved when division of 
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initial population and parallel optimization are adopted. When dynamic multi branches tree is used for the 
classification and identification of samples, through repeated grouping, prematurity can be avoided and 
optimal results can be obtained. In addition, when constraint conditions change, the knowledge acquired 
before can be inherited.  
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